
Summary of US Lacrosse 2016 Checking Rules for Boys' Lacrosse 

Definition: Approved: Violations: U8 U9 U10 U11 U12 U13 U14 U15

Stick Checking An attempt to dislodge the ball from an 

opponent's stick or to prevent him from gaining 

possession is legal.

Fouls often occur due to improper or 

uncontrolled checking technique.

Poke checks and slap checks are examples of 

controlled stick checks. 

The gloved hand holding the stick is considered 

part of the stick and may be checked as a legal 

stick check.

Checking something other than his opponents 

stick (or gloved hand holding the stick) is a 

slash. 

Any one-handed check will be considered a 

slash regardless if it makes contact.

Cross Checking A player may not check his opponent with that 

part of the handle of the stick between the 

player's hands…either thrusting away from the 

body or holding it extended from the body.

Keep both hands closed and together on the 

stick during contact. 

Keep head up.

Bend knees and stay low. Make contact above 

the waist and below shoulders.

Cross checking is illegal at all levels. 

Keeping hands close together on the stick with 

no exposed shaft between them is 

fundamental.

Never check a player near his head or neck. 

Initiate contact well below the shoulder to 

avoid riding up into neck area.

Body Contact - 

Checking

An important component of boy's lacrosse. 

Body checking of any kind is forbidden at U11 

and below.

Legal check - In U13 and U15 only, body checks 

should be delivered in an upright position with 

both hands on the stick and the head up.

Body Contact - 

Hitting

Legal pushes and holds as well as incidental 

contact and 'boxing out' during ground balls are 

acceptable.

Legal hitting - contact must be above the waist 

and below the shoulders with both hands 

together on the stick from the front or side - 

never from the back.
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Body Contact draws a foul if it is:  

More than three yards from a loose ball, 

avoidable after opponent has passed or shot 

the ball, from the rear, below the waist, more 

than the player's feet are on the ground, hits 

the head or neck (including follow through), 

leading with the head, or to a player in a 

vulnerable position.


